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Rules

What is “Interim”? “Interim” is the game you’ve been playing for four years.

How many can play “Interim”? There are 696 players in the class of ’72.

Who can play “Interim”? High school graduates; particularly those people between the ages 17-21 who want:

(Choose one) a. to please their parents
b. to beat the draft
c. to get a guy
d. to get a girl
e. to get a job
f. to get an education
g. to get away from home

Object of the game: To graduate

Rules of the game: Learn as you play.
Happy your
likes
Rues Nov 30
10 am
On the
quad
Bill's
free
Donuts
Cider

unchies
Oth quad
at 10

""
Go to Liquor Store to scrounge beer box for Dr. MacCurdy.

Guaranteed: Flunk Western Civ with Husek. Lose three credits.
The Teacher
Must Be a
Ham!!
Play the singles game. Advance 2

Supper gets cold as you bat the flies.

Look out for Coop's evil eye!
Is all the mail out?

Student teaching assignment:
East Overshoe
Go back two.
Indigestion
Couture and her best friend!!

the card sharks

Susan Reeves

just like home
oh, is she really going out with him?
Advance 2

Happiness is a friendly bookstore cashier. Go back one space.

You score in the game room. Move ahead 3.
King Joel and his court of jesters.

What's developing in the darkroom?
Frisbee!
The Hillside Singers
Flunk French I
c'est la vie!
Retournez deux.

Strike for
the philosophy
Dept. Right
on 3.
Are the girls in Pope really nuns?

George Washington slept here.

Little green pills work wonders!!
meet Nurse Shallow for a confidential conference

Dr. Strange love knows how to operate
You've got the snack bar closed!

You watch "The Secret Storm" - Cut Botany

Get picked up at Freshman mixer - move ahead 3

Your first arts and crafts project collapses as Art Exhibit opens, move back 1

Re-read Emily Post to dine in the Formal Dining Room
Your record finally gets played in the Music Lounge but it's time to go to class. Back 1

You buy the last two tickets for the Homecoming Concert more ahead 2
Faculty Christmas Party
Abramson gets a math problem correct. Ahead!

Start a fire in your first chem. lab. Back 2.
Your name tag falls off your half-dissected frog. oops

Flunk Botany, and Zoology!! More back 3.
You nearly drown in the pool. Move back 2.

Three hours in line and your class is closed. Move back 2.
Learn the perils of alcohol in Health Class. Go ahead. Line up alphabetically by height!!
Wash shower for whole floor.
Go ahead.

Flunk Final Watching 3 naked freshmen run around Great Hill.
Go back 2.

Lose shoe in mud on desert running to class.
Free

Climb 5 flights of stairs for forgotten zoo notebook. Go Back!

Enjoy yourself at Winter Resort during snowstorm Freshmen year.
The depth of a man's questions is more important than his answers.
NOW ON THE AIR

WBIM - FM

BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
EDUCATIONAL RADIO

91.5 ON YOUR F.M. DIAL

• Serving the Greater Bridgewater Area. •

MUSIC, NEWS, SPORTS, College and Community Announcements.

Campus and Local News and Announcements Solicited
Please call- 697-6161. Extension 307
What happened to the furniture requisition? Go back 1.

Frisked by guard as buzzer goes off.

Lose one turn while trying to figure out how to get in.
Shhh! Students at work — reading "Times".

Books are color coded by shelf according to difficulty.
Go to Student Union free movie but leave popcorn outside.

No more concerts rock is S.U. Aud.

Fire drill during lecture Lose your front row seat.
Is a front row seat guaranteed by a 3 day wait for tickets?

Can't hear in left Row A Seats 1+2 due to acoustics
Fiddler on the Roof
Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp
Six Characters in Search of an Author
Lysistrata
Stage Band
Roberta Flack
Alice in Wonderland
Verse Choir
who pulled the plug on the T. courts?
Ma" Sullivan gets best dressed award.

Free

MEN?

Intercom breaks
Mrs. "B" is LOST!!
Wood girls give splinters; crawl ahead 1 space.

Isn't Marshia?

Her name

Burning time 3 minutes. Get your marsha-mellos ready! Go back 1 space.
I'll pl

Telephone lines tied up. Erika is on the phone.

men's Room during Open House.

lose I turn for heavy traffic on the fire escape at 3 a.m.
the zoo

excellent facilities for studies

ribbit
For most of us, the game is over. INTERIM has said it all. Our four years at BSC have been just a brief interim in our lives. We've just been playing a game — ups and downs, wins and losses. We've kept score through credits, aiming for enough to earn the big prize — the diploma. With such a large number of players, we expect many winners; unfortunately, there are always losers. Now that the awarding of prizes is over, all we have is a piece of paper saying that we played the game and won. Most of us have no regrets; some would play the game differently if they could go back to start.

The purpose of INTERIM is to record the highlights of the game. When you reread this book in years to come, if you smile, we've accomplished our purpose. We've had good times playing the game, hence this is a happy book.

You wouldn't have this book in your hands right now if it weren't for the few tireless players who made up my staff. They deserve the credit for compiling the best yearbook BSC has ever seen. My thanks goes to John Heller, without whose guidance we never would have gotten off the ground. We were also fortunate to have the helpful advice of John Levis of Taylor Publishing Company. My special thanks and love go to my husband, Jim, who spent more time with his camera, photographing everything in sight, than he spent with me. Without his pictures, we could not have put this book together.

The only thing left to say to the class of 1972 is —

Enjoy life.

Mary Long
Mary Carbonara
*English*

Harold B. Card
*Mathematics*

Kathryn R. Carney
*Elementary Education*

Barbara A. Carreiro
*Physical Education*

Richard D. Carreiro
*Earth Science*

Jeanne T. Carrigan
*Anthropology*

Marlene Casciano
*Elementary Education*

Susan L. Castellina
*Elementary Education*

Patricia M. Caton
*Elementary Education*

Paul A. Cavanagh
*Earth Science*

Jane E. Caverio
*Elementary Education*

Carol A. Charest
*Elementary Education*

Robert M. Cheverie
*History*

Andrea J. Chichon
*Elementary Education*

Charles L. Clark
*Hist/Anthropology*

Jean C. Clark
*English*
Nancy A. Ladebauche  
*English*

Barbara J. Lanzoni  
*Elementary Education*

Cynthia M. Lassonde  
*Elementary Education*

Peter A. Lauricella  
*Elementary Education*

Elizabeth Lavin  
*Hist./Beh. Science*

Barbara A. Lavoie  
*Elementary Education*

Deborah J. Lawson  
*Special Education*

Linda M. League  
*English*

Deborah A. Leclair  
*Elementary Education*

Gregory Lee  
*English*

Philip W. Lefavor  
*Elementary Education*

Robert R. Lemay  
*Psychology*

Kathleen M. Lennox  
*Elementary Education*

Sandra A. Leonard  
*English*

Nancy Letourneau  
*Mathematics*

Claire Levasseur  
*English*
Dale A. Stoddard
Elementary Education

Paula M. Strain
English

Donna L. Sullivan
Elementary Education

Joyce A. Sullivan
Elementary Education

Judith Sullivan
Physical Education

Kevin M. Sullivan
Elementary Education

Margaret M. Sullivan
Elementary Education

Mary L. Sullivan
Elementary Education

Thomas E. Sullivan
English

Mary J. Sumner
English

Donna L. Swierk
Elementary Education

Victorie Takki
Elementary Education

Ann M. Teixeira
Elementary Education

Jeanmarc Teixeira
Earth Science

Stephen J. Teixeira
Sociology

Barbara H. Thompson
Elementary Education
Ronald K. Tierney  
*Elementary Education*

Helen T. Tisoro  
*English*

Robert A. Tocci  
*English*

Deborah V. Toma  
*Elementary Education*

Karen M. Tommer  
*Elementary Education*

Kathryn M. Tripp  
*Special Education*

Rita S. Tucker  
*English*

Peter T. Vadala  
*History*

Pamela J. Vance  
*History*

Steven L. Vaughn  
*Mathematics*

Paul A. Vidal  
*Earth Science*

Deborah A. Vondette  
*Elementary Education*

Leo F. Waldron  
*Earth Science*

William Walker  
*Elementary Education*

Richard D. Warnock  
*English*

Sherry A. Webb  
*Physical Education*
June V. Zagol
Physical Education
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